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New Zealand won 45 medals at the Commonwealth Glasgow equalling the nation's by sport of New Zealand's 45 medals at the 2014 Commonwealth Games. President Pranab Mukherjee has congratulated the Indian athletes for winning medals at the Glasgow Commonwealth Games in their respective fields. Saturday's action saw a number of significant upsets and one athlete positioning himself to make Commonwealth Games history. With medals available in eight.

Glasgow, Aug 3: India ended the 20th Commonwealth Games 2014 in Glasgow with 64 medals. They finished at fifth position. The Games concluded on Sunday. Medal Table *. Discover how we'd be doing at this year's Commonwealth Games if Loughborough was competing as a nation too. Medals Tally (2014 Commonwealth Games medals tally) - Get to know the CWG Medals Tally at NDTVSports.com.

The rhetoric before these Commonwealth Games from those in the know was cautionary. Even in athletics, beset by controversy, Australia's yielding of eight gold medals was the most modest return since The medal haul from 1930-2014.

Who has the highest medal strike rate in 2014? Statistics NZ ran the numbers during the Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games to show how many medals.

Your destination for coverage of the 2014 Commonwealth Games in Glasgow on CBC. Live events, on-demand video, highlights, photos, breaking news.

England have ended a Commonwealth Games top of the medals table for the first time since 1986, thanks in no small part to the inspiration of tomorrow's stars.
Glasgow 2014 has said a massive thank you to the city and its people for being part of a Games which saw more than 140 Commonwealth records broken as elite athletes from around the world competed. Each medallist who returns to their community will get a heroes welcome.

View Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals won in the Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games in sports like Athletics, Boxing, Cycling, Gymnastics, Hockey. Nijel Amos wins the 800m at the 2014 Commonwealth Games (Gett Images) "I'm so happy that I have won my first Commonwealth Games gold medal.

The future of weightlifting as a core sport in the Commonwealth Games programme has again been thrown into doubt after Nigerian 53kg gold medallist Chika...